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Abstract

Cultural transmission of reproductive success (CTRS) has been observed in many human pop-
ulations as well as other animals. CTRS consists of a positive correlation of nongenetic origin
between the progeny size of parents and children. This correlation can result from various factors,
such as the social influence of parents on their children, the increase of children’s survival through
allocare from uncles and aunts, or the transmission of resources. Here, we study the evolution of
genomic diversity over time under CTRS. CTRS has a threefold impact on population genetics:
(1) the effective population size decreases when CTRS starts, mimicking a population contraction,
and increases back to its original value when CTRS stops; (2) coalescent tree topologies are dis-
torted under CTRS, with higher imbalance and a higher number of polytomies; and (3) branch
lengths are reduced nonhomogenously, with a higher impact on older branches. Under long-lasting
CTRS, the effective population size stabilizes but the distortion of tree topology and the nonho-
mogenous branch length reduction remain, yielding U-shaped site frequency spectra (SFS) under
a constant population size. We show that this yields a bias in SFS-based demographic inference.
Considering that CTRS was detected in numerous human and animal populations worldwide, one
should be cautious because inferring population past histories from genomic data can be biased
by this cultural process.

population genetics; evolution; cultural process; demographic inference; genetic diversity; coalescent
tree shape; imbalanced topology

1 Introduction1

In recent years, numerous studies have investigated the interactions between human culture and ge-2

netics. In some cases, cultural changes yield genetic adaptations. This was the case, for example, for3

lactase persistence that likely evolved independently in different human populations in Eurasia and4

Africa, due to the emergence of pastoralism (Swallow, 2003; Bersaglieri et al., 2004; Tishkoff et al.,5

2007; Gerbault et al., 2011; Segurel et al., 2020). Nevertheless, cultural processes can affect human6

genetic evolution without involving natural selection (Heyer et al., 2012): (i) polygamy (including7

polyandry and polygyny), (ii) descent rules (patrilineal, matrilineal, or cognatic), and (iii) cultural8

transmission of reproductive success (CTRS).9

CTRS is a positive correlation in the number of children between parents and children resulting10

from nongenetic causes. In that case, individuals with many siblings tend to have more children11
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than average. This transmission can result from multiple nongenetic causes: the social influence of12

parents on their children (Barber, 2001; de Valk, 2013; Kolk, 2014), the increase in child survival when13

uncles and aunts are present (allocare) (Heyer et al., 2012; Lawson and Mace, 2011; Murphy, 2013)14

or the transmission of resources from parents to children. Such resources can be material resources15

(Sorokowski et al., 2013), social resources (e.g., transmission of rank or of polygyny; Heyer et al.,16

2012), or cultural resources (such as hunting skills; Mulder et al., 2009). Furthermore, transmission17

of migration propensity across generations can have an effect similar to CTRS, with some lineages18

growing less than others due to their larger tendency to leave the population (Gagnon and Heyer,19

2001; Gagnon et al., 2006).20

CTRS yields a decrease in effective population size and genetic diversity, and may increase the21

frequency of severe genetic disorders (Austerlitz and Heyer, 1998). The time to the most recent22

common ancestor is reduced, yet in a nonhomogenous way as the tree branches closer to the root are23

more strongly shortened (Sibert et al., 2002). While these patterns can result from other evolutionary24

processes (e.g. bottlenecks, expansions), a more specific effect of CTRS is its impact on the topology of25

coalescent trees: CTRS yields imbalanced trees as it increases the proportion of lineages corresponding26

to large families (Sibert et al., 2002). This specific property has been used in particular for inferring27

the transmission of reproductive success (TRS) on Y chromosome and mitochondrial DNA (Blum28

et al., 2006; Heyer et al., 2015). Since natural selection also implies a TRS, it is difficult to assess29

whether the imbalanced trees of nonrecombining uniparental markers result from natural selection or30

CTRS. Therefore, it is important to study the impact of CTRS on the nuclear genome. Recombination31

should indeed restrict the effects of natural selection to the genomic regions around selected loci (Li32

and Wiehe, 2013). Conversely, CTRS will yield an imbalance signal across the whole genome because33

in that case reproductive success is not linked to any locus in particular.34

Studying the impact of CTRS on genomic diversity is particularly relevant, as it is a rather common35

phenomenon. Several demographic studies have shown a parents-children correlation in the number of36

children ranging generally between 0.1 and 0.25 (e.g., Murphy, 1999; Murphy and Wang, 2001; Gagnon37

and Heyer, 2001; Pluzhnikov et al., 2007). There has been an extensive debate about whether these38

correlations result from cultural (Potter and Kantner, 1955; Duncan et al., 1965) or genetic (Kohler39

et al., 1999; Rodgers et al., 2001; Mills and Tropf, 2015) transmission, the second case corresponding40

to natural selection. The correlations may, in fact, often be caused by both genetic and cultural41

transmission, along with interactions between genetics and the environment (Murphy, 2013), making42

the disentangling of those processes particularly difficult, especially as they can vary across populations43

and time. For instance, contemporary populations tend to have a stronger intergenerational correlation44

than populations that predate the demographic transition (Murphy, 1999; Murphy and Wang, 2001).45

Furthermore, this phenomenon is not limited to humans and has been described in various species such46

as hyenas (Engh et al., 2000), Japanese macaques (Kawai, 1958), whales (Whitehead, 1998), dolphins47

(Frere et al., 2010), and cheetahs (Kelly, 2001).48

Another reason for studying the impact of CTRS on genomic diversity lies in its putative ability49

to impact summary statistics commonly used to infer other processes. For instance, site frequency50

spectra (SFS), which might be impacted by CTRS, are widely used for demographic inferences, either51

alone (e.g. δaδi (Gutenkunst et al., 2009), Fastsimcoal (Excoffier et al., 2013), Stairway Plot (Liu and52

Fu, 2020), ABC-DL (Mondal et al., 2019)) or jointly with other summary statistics (e.g., Sheehan and53

Song, 2016; Boitard et al., 2016; Jay et al., 2019; Terhorst et al., 2017). These inference tools could54

thus be biased when applied to populations that have been affected by CTRS during part of their55

history. Understanding the interactions between CTRS and demographic changes is therefore relevant56

not only for inferring CTRS itself but also for improving demographic inferences, which is of broad57

interest (Beichman et al., 2018).58

This article pursues three objectives. First, we aim to improve our understanding of the impact59

of CTRS on nuclear genomes using simulations. Brandenburg et al. (2012) performed a simulation60

study that investigated the impact of CTRS on small sequences, ignoring intragenic recombination.61

Here, we study its impact on large recombining sequence data, adding numerous summary statistics62

not previously explored in CTRS scenarios. The summary statistics we assess are mainly of two kinds:63

(i) population genomic statistics, such as genetic diversity, Tajima’s D and SFS, and (ii) various tree64

topology indices, such as tree imbalance indices and number of polytomies. In addition, we investigate65

the interaction of demographic changes and CTRS, as we expect human populations to undergo both66

types of processes. In particular, we look into the effect of an expansion occurring before and during67
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CTRS, an interaction that has not yet been explored. Second, we investigate the impact of CTRS68

duration and the persistence of ancient CTRS signals in the genome by measuring the evolution of69

the summary statistics over time (before, during, and after CTRS). In particular, this allows us to70

assess the impact of very short periods of CTRS on population genetics. Although long-lasting CTRS71

is not theoretically excluded, available anthropological evidence only indicates the presence of CTRS72

over short periods. For example, pedigrees from the Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean population show CTRS73

for 12 generations (Austerlitz and Heyer, 1998). For CTRS induced by variance in fertility among74

lineages within a population, the persistence of CTRS requires that individuals can trace back their75

lineage affiliation for several generations (in central Asia, Chaix et al. (2004) estimated this number76

of generations to be 7–10 depending on the population). Finally, we assess whether CTRS impacts77

demographic inference. For various CTRS scenarios, we compare the true and estimated instantaneous78

growth factor and timing of expansion.79

2 Methods80

2.1 Model81

We implemented the CTRS model designed by Sibert et al. (2002) and Brandenburg et al. (2012) using82

the forward-in-time simulation framework SLiM (Haller and Messer, 2019). Individuals are diploid and83

monogamous, generations are nonoverlapping, and the population has a fixed number of individuals N84

with a 1:1 sex-ratio. At each generation, couples are formed uniformly at random before reproduction85

and never separated. One parental couple is randomly drawn from the population for each newborn86

child. This process is repeated until N offspring are produced. The probability pi for a given couple i87

of being drawn for reproduction is given by:88

pi =
γi(b)× sαi∑Nc

j=1 γj(b)× sαj
,

where si is the average sibship size of the two members of couple i, α is the parameter controlling89

the intensity of CTRS and b is the parameter controlling the variance in reproductive success. We90

denote Nc as the number of couples (Nc = N/2). The higher α is, the stronger the CTRS (α = 091

means no CTRS, α = 2 means a very strong CTRS). γi(b) is a random gamma distributed variable92

drawn independently for each couple i, with shape parameter b and mean 1. Here, we considered only93

two cases: b → ∞ (low variance in reproductive success, resulting in a Poisson-like distribution for94

the progeny size in the absence of CTRS, as limb→∞ γ(b) = 1) or b = 1 (high variance, resulting in a95

geometric-like distribution, as γ(1) is an exponential of mean 1 distribution). Some results are shown96

for both values of b, but we focused mainly on the b = 1 case, as Austerlitz and Heyer (1998) found97

that the geometric-like model was more consistent with demographic data than the Poisson-like model98

and better explained the occurrence of genetic diseases in Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean.99

For the demographic parameters, we compared two scenarios of constant population sizes (200 and100

5000 individuals) and explored a scenario of sudden demographic expansion by a fivefold factor (200101

to 1000 individuals). This expansion occurred 300 generations before the present.102

2.2 Simulations103

Unless specified otherwise, the simulations correspond to 200 replicates per scenario, a population size104

of 1000 individuals and a sample size of 30 individuals. Genomes were made of one chromosome of 107105

bp in length, with a recombination rate and mutation rate of 10−8 per bp, which are commonly used106

parameters in human population modeling. We used the geometric-like model (b = 1) since Austerlitz107

and Heyer (1998) showed it was more realistic than the Poisson-like model (b = ∞) in the population108

of Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean where CTRS is documented from pedigree datasets. Coalescent trees are109

built in two steps: (1) forward-in-time simulations using our model implemented in SLiM (Haller and110

Messer, 2019) starting before the beginning of CTRS, resulting in trees that did not fully coalesce111

when the CTRS period is short, (2) a backward neutral coalescent process in order to complete the112

trees from the first step (i.e., to reach the most recent common ancestors throughout the genome).113

This step uses the tskit package functionality called recapitation (Kelleher et al., 2016, 2019).114
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To assess the impact of CTRS on reproduction, we measured three demographic parameters : (1)115

the correlation between progeny sizes of all individuals and their parents’ progeny sizes as a function116

of α, the strength of CTRS; (2) the variance of progeny size, and (3) the distribution of progeny sizes117

in the population for α = 0, 1 and 2.118

To investigate the effect of CTRS across time, we measured the genomic summary statistics on119

batches of individuals sampled through time for the following scenario: 2000 generations of CTRS,120

followed by 2000 generations with no CTRS. Every 50 generations, individuals were sampled for121

analysis. Following any cultural change (starting or stopping CTRS), we sampled more frequently122

to capture rapid fluctuations of summary statistics (at generations 2, 5, 10, 15, and 20 postchange).123

2.3 Summary statistics124

To assess the effects of CTRS on the genome, we explored the following diversity summary statistics125

as a function of time using the tskit package (Kelleher et al., 2016, 2019): (1) the number of trees per126

chromosome, which is the number of recombination breakpoints plus 1, (2) the number of pairwise127

differences among the sampled chromosomes, (3) the average number of pairwise differences per tree,128

and (4) the number of SNPs in the chromosomes, (5) the average number of SNPs per tree, (6)129

Tajima’s D, (7) the unfolded site frequency spectrum (SFS). For the SFS, we computed a transformed130

version (Lapierre et al., 2017) that consists of multiplying singletons by 1, doubletons by 2, and n-tons131

by n. We then divided all bins by θ, which is estimated by taking the average of all bins so that the132

expected transformed SFS for the neutral case is a flat line with a value of 1.133

We computed the theoretical effective size Nexp according to the equation Nexp = 4N/(2 + s2),134

where s2 is the variance in progeny size (Wright, 1938; Ewens, 2016). This formula computes the135

effective size as a function of the census population size N and the variance in progeny size only. We136

compared Nexp to the observed effective size Nobs which was computed as follows: Nobs = θ/(4µL),137

with the average number of pairwise differences, θ̂π, as an estimator of θ, L the genome length and µ138

the mutation rate per base pair.139

We also computed various topology indices, to assess the effect of CTRS on the topology of coa-140

lescent trees, with the help of the tskit package (Kelleher et al., 2016, 2019). Balance and imbalance141

indices: (1) Ib, the Brandenburg imbalance index (Brandenburg et al., 2012; Blum et al., 2006); (2) I∗s ,142

a normalized Sackin imbalance index (Sackin, 1972; Shao and Sokal, 1990); (3) I∗ce and I∗ca, two mod-143

ified versions of the Colless imbalance index (Colless, 1982), ; (4) the B1 balance index (Shao and144

Sokal, 1990); (5) the B2 balance index (Shao and Sokal, 1990; Bienvenu et al., 2021). Other topology145

indices: (1) the number of polytomies (nodes that have more than two direct children); (2) the number146

of interior nodes (all nodes excluding leaves and root). To compare different indices, we also used their147

standardized versions using their mean and standard deviation at generations preceding CTRS.148

Ib, I
∗
s , I

∗
ca and I∗ce measure the imbalance of trees, meaning that those indices take higher values149

for more imbalanced trees. Ib was computed using the script provided by Brandenburg et al. (2012).150

For one tree, Ib is the average of Ib,node computed for each node in the tree according to the formula:151

Ib,node =
B −ms,l

D −ms,l
, with ms,l = 2Bs,l,coal −D,

where s is the number of direct subnodes under the considered node and l the number of leaves152

descending from it. For each direct subnode under the considered node, leaves are counted and the153

maximum value is denoted B. D is the maximum value that B can possibly take (i.e., in the most154

imbalanced configuration) and is equal to l − s+ 1. Thus, B
D is the level of imbalance at this specific155

node. The correction factor ms,l enforces the expectation of Ib to be 0.5 for a standard population156

without CTRS. This parameter is evaluated based on simulations: Bs,l,coal is the average B value of157

1000 simulated random Kingman’s (1982) incomplete coalescent trees with l leaves that were stopped158

when s parent nodes remained.159

The Sackin imbalance index Is is computed by counting for each leaf the number of nodes to reach160

the root and summing up all values. The Colless imbalance index Ic is computed by counting for each161

node (except for the root in our case) the difference in the number of leaves between its two children162

and summing up all values. However, this can be done only for binary trees. To handle polytomies, we163

designed two modified versions of the Colless imbalance index, Ice and Ica. For Ice, the two children164

chosen for calculating the difference are those with the highest and lowest number of leaves (e, as for165
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extreme number of leaves). Ica is computed by taking the average of differences for all pairs of children166

among all children of a given node (a, as for average). Since the Sackin and Colless indices minimum167

and maximum values depend on the number of nodes (Shao and Sokal, 1990) which varies across trees168

when permitting polytomies, we computed a corrected version of the Sackin (I∗s ) and Colless (I∗ce and169

I∗ca) indices which divides the index of each tree by the number of its interior nodes.170

B1 and B2 are balance indices; we thus expect their value to be lower when trees are imbalanced.171

The B1 balance index is computed by counting for each node the maximum path length to its leaves172

and taking the inverse of this value before summing up all of the values (one value per interior node).173

The B2 balance index is based on pk the probabilities to reach the leaf k assuming a random walk174

starting from the root and choosing a random direction at each node. B2 is equal to the Shannon175

entropy of the pk; a uniform distribution (an entropy of 1) corresponds to a balanced tree (Shao and176

Sokal, 1990; Bienvenu et al., 2021).177

Because of recombination, one chromosome corresponds to a sequence of coalescent trees. Summary178

statistics can be computed for each of the trees, with close trees having similar values. To consider179

the various histories represented by each of those trees, we explored not only the average summary180

statistics but also the shape of their distributions across the genome. The summary statistics were181

computed separately on each tree along the genome using the tskit package.182

We also assessed the effect of sample size (number of individuals sampled) and of number of genomic183

regions on the power of detecting CTRS, using a Wilcoxon test with the significance threshold set to184

0.01. For this assessment, we simulated 3,000 independent genomic regions of 1 Mb for two populations185

of 1000 individuals: one that went through a CTRS process of strength α = 1 during 20 generations186

before present, and one with α = 0 (no CTRS). We then sampled 5, 10, 30, 60, 90, and 120 diploid187

individuals from each of the two sets of 3,000 simulated regions and the four summary statistics (Ib,188

number of polytomies, B1, and Tajima’s D) on all of them (2 scenarios × 3,000 regions × 6 sample sizes189

× 4 summary statistics computations). For each sample size, we sampled 3, 4, 5,. . . , 100 regions from190

the two sets of 3,000 simulated regions, before using a Wilcoxon test to compare the four summary191

statistics values between the two populations (α = 0 and α = 1). For each combination of sample192

size and number of sampled replicates (6× 98 combinations), the sampling among replicates and the193

Wilcoxon test were repeated 1000 times, with the proportion of P -values lower than or equal to 0.01194

equaling the power of the test.195

2.4 Assessing demography inference bias196

To assess the bias in SFS-based demography inference, we used the software δaδi (Gutenkunst et al.,197

2009) with a one-event model. Two scenarios were studied: (1) a sudden fivefold expansion in popu-198

lation size that occurred 280 generations before a short period of CTRS (20 generations); and (2) a199

sudden fivefold expansion in population size that occurred during CTRS, after the first 1200 gener-200

ations of a 1500-generations period of CTRS (Figure 1). We chose a fivefold sudden expansion as a201

simple illustration of a demographic event, which has the advantage of mimicking the past Neolithic202

expansion in human population history. From 30 diploid individuals sampled 300 generations after the203

demographic event, we inferred two parameters: the growth factor (expected value of 5) of the popula-204

tion and the number of generations since the event (expected value of 300 generations). The strength205

of CTRS was set to α = 1. We compared the quality of inference in both scenarios to equivalent206

demographic scenarios without CTRS (α = 0).207

We inferred the parameters of 200 replicates for each of the four scenarios (scenarios 1 and 2 with208

α = 0 or 1). Because the δaδi optimization algorithm depends on the initialization of the model209

parameters, we repeated the inference three times for each replicate with different initialization values.210

We set the boundaries for the inferred growth factor at [0.01; 100] and for the inferred growth time at211

[0; 5] (time is expressed in 2N generations in δaδi, where N is the population size before the event).212

When the results were too close to the boundaries (> 99 or < 1/99 for the growth factor, > 4.9 or213

< 0.1 for the time since the event), the results were discarded. For each replicate, the remaining results214

among the three trials were kept, and their median was considered as the inferred parameter for this215

replicate. To convert time into generations, we multiplied the inferred time value of each replicate r216

by 2N̂r; where N̂r denotes the ancestral population size estimated for replicate r, using a θ̂r estimate217

computed by δaδi.218

We removed outliers among replicates (i.e., values that were higher than Q3+1.5× IQR and lower219

than Q1− 1.5× IQR, with Q3 being the third quartile, Q1 being the first quartile and IQR being the220
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300 gen. 300 gen.

CTRS
Nb of gen. since expansion Nb of gen. under CTRS

20 gen. 1500 gen.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Figure 1: The two studied scenarios for SFS computation and δaδi inference. In both scenarios, the expansion
event occurs 300 generations before SFS computation and δaδi inference. Scenario 1: 20 generations of CTRS
before the present. Scenario 2: 1500 generations of CTRS before present.

interquartile range). We then computed the mean squared relative error (MSRE) and relative bias.221

3 Results and discussion222

3.1 Impact of CTRS on reproductive patterns223

To assess the impact of CTRS on reproductive patterns, we simulated various strengths of CTRS224

(defined by α) for two models of variance in reproductive success (low variance with b = ∞ and225

high variance with b = 1). We computed the Pearson correlation coefficient between parents and226

children CorP,C and the variance and distribution of progeny size. As expected, CorP,C increases with227

α. However, this effect is weaker for smaller population sizes. This is due to an increased effect of228

stochastic processes in small populations, counteracting the impact of parents on children’s progeny229

size (Figure 2a). The slope of the relationship between CorP,C and α is also lower for the b = 1 model230

than for the b = ∞ model (Figure 2a). Indeed, the higher variance in progeny size in the b = 1 model231

decreases the correlations, compared with the b = ∞ model.232

Higher values of α yield more extreme progeny sizes (Figure 2b-C, purple compared with orange and233

green) and a higher variance (Supp. Fig. S1). This variance reaches a plateau after a few generations234

(Supp. Fig. S1). At this plateau, the exact progeny size distribution differs depending on the model:235

compared with the b = ∞model, the b = 1 model yields a higher proportion of couples with no offspring236

and a lower proportion of couples with medium-sized families (1–3 children) (Figure 2b versus 2c).237

3.2 Impact of CTRS on the genome238

3.2.1 Effective population size239

We then assessed the impact of CTRS on population genomic parameters. When CTRS begins,240

genomic diversity, measured either as the number of SNPs (Supp. Fig. S2a) or as the number of241

pairwise differences (Fig. 3a), declines and eventually reaches a plateau, showing a decrease in effective242

population size of 40% for the b = ∞ model and of 75% for the for the b = 1 model (for α = 1, at the243

plateau), demonstrating a stronger effect of CTRS under the second model (Fig. 3b).244

Because of this decrease in effective population size, the number of coalescent trees across the245

genome is lower due to fewer recombination events, and the TMRCA is smaller (Supp. Fig. S2b-C).246

For all these parameters, the plateau is lower for α = 2, since it yields lower effective population sizes247

than α = 1. Moreover, the higher α is, the faster the plateau is reached. This happens because genetic248

drift, which is stronger when α is high, swiftly erases past diversity. As soon as CTRS stops, diversity249

starts to increase slowly (Figure 3a), taking more time to recover than it took to decrease. Indeed, as250

the effective population size becomes larger, drift becomes weaker and the impact of past events lasts251

longer (i.e., diversity is close to equilibrium after 10Ne generations).252

This decrease in effective population size results both from the increase in the variance of progeny253

size due to CTRS and the transmission of progeny size itself, which amplifies allele fixations by helping254

alleles carried by large lineages to spread faster in the population. To assess the respective impact of255

these two factors on effective population size, we compared Nexp (the expected effective population256
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Impact of CTRS on two population reproduction variables. (a) Correlation between parents
and children progeny size as a function of α, for four scenarios. In brackets: correlation between CorP,C

and α for each scenario. Lines are drawn using locally weighted regression with the 95% confidence
interval using the function loess of the R package ggplot2. (b) Distribution of progeny sizes for α = 0
(green), 1 (orange) and 2 (purple), population size = 1000. The b = ∞ model is used (low variance of
reproductive success). (c) Distribution of progeny sizes for α = 0 (green), 1 (orange) and 2 (purple),
population size = 1000. The b = 1 model is used (low variance of reproductive success).

size when taking into account the variance in progeny size only), to Nobs which is impacted by both257

components (Fig. 3b). We show that while a substantial decrease in effective population size is caused258

by the increased variance in progeny size, most of this decrease is due to the transmission component259

(around 70% of the decrease in the b = ∞ model and 65% of the decrease in the b = 1 model, for260

α = 1).261

3.2.2 Tajima’s D262

Tajima’s D follows a more complex pattern than does genetic diversity. This pattern can be decom-263

posed into four steps (Figure 4a): (1) as soon as CTRS begins, it increases rapidly towards a peak264

in positive values then (2) it decreases toward a plateau in negative values, (3) when CTRS stops, it265

rapidly decreases again toward more negative values, and (4) it slowly recovers to pre-CTRS levels.266

The first peak (1) results from a sudden decrease in effective population size when CTRS starts, as267

explained above, yielding a demographic contraction-like signal with positive values of D. Once this268

contraction signal is erased (i.e., the effective population size is still lower but there is no “memory”269

of the ancient effective population size due to an MRCA born after the change), D reaches a negative270

plateau at equilibrium; (2): the population is composed of many related individuals coming from large271

family lineages and few individuals from small family lineages, the latter yielding an excess of rare272

alleles. The nonhomogenous reduction of coalescent times, stronger for the branches closer to the root273

(Sibert et al., 2002), also contributes to this excess of rare alleles. When CTRS stops, the decrease to-274

ward more negative values (3) is due to the increase in effective population size (expansion-like event).275

This negative peak is followed by a slow recovery (4) until the expansion signal is completely erased.276

These steps are not followed at the same pace along the genome: some coalescent trees will enter277

the equilibrium stage, while others retain a strong signal of the effective population size contraction,278

transiently yielding a bimodal distribution of D across the genome (Supp. Fig. S3b and C for α = 2,279

Figure S3d for α = 1).280

Thus, understanding the effect of CTRS on Tajima’s D requires accounting for three processes:281

changes in effective population size, an increased variance in relatedness among individuals as compared282
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Figure 3: Factors of effective population size decrease under CTRS. (a) Average number of pairwise
differences across time for three levels of CTRS: α = 0, α = 1 and α = 2. In all cases, the b = 1 model
of variance in progeny size is used. The blue rectangle corresponds to the period when populations are
under CTRS. Generations are counted from the beginning of CTRS. (b) Expected effective population
size given the observed offspring variance (Nexp) and observed effective population size measured using
the number of pairwise differences at the plateau in Panel a as an estimator of θ (Nobs), for α = 0 and
α = 1 and both models of variance in progeny size (b = ∞ and b = 1). The dotted line represents the
census N value, which is 1000 individuals.

with a neutral population and a non homogeneous reduction in branch lengths. Timing is then an283

important factor: the relationship between α and Tajima’s D changes over time after the beginning284

of CTRS, and the impact of CTRS on genetic diversity and D persists long after CTRS has stopped.285

The interaction between demographic events and CTRS is also important, since both can happen286

in the same period of human history. When a fivefold expansion occurs during the equilibrium stage,287

Tajima’s D decreases as expected, but the extent of this decrease depends on α: the stronger α is, the288

weaker the decrease will be, showing the nonadditivity of the two processes regarding D (Figure 4b,289

generation 1200). The recovery from the effect of this fivefold expansion also depends on α: when α =290

1, Tajima’s D recovers faster than with no CTRS (α = 0) (Figure 4b, generations 1,200 – 1,500). This291

is due to the smaller population effective size when α = 1, which quickly erases past signals. Thus, we292

expect populations under CTRS to lose the genetic signals of past demographic events faster.293

3.2.3 Coalescent tree topology294

It is likely that neither diversity indices nor Tajima’s D would be sufficient alone to infer CTRS in295

population genetics data, since demographic events also impact these statistics. In contrast, the shape296

of coalescent trees has been shown to display a CTRS-specific signal, with trees being more imbalanced297

only when CTRS is present, irrespective of the variation in total population size. Brandenburg et al.’s298

(2012) imbalance index Ib (Figure 5a) grows rapidly when CTRS starts and decreases as soon as it299

stops, recovering in a few dozens of generations, unlike Tajima’s D (Figure 4a), which did not fully300

recover after 2N = 2000 generations. The number of polytomies follows a pattern similar across time301

as Ib (Supp. Fig. S4). However, this increased number of polytomies can stem from the contraction in302

effective size yielded by CTRS (4-fold decrease when α = 1 and b = 1), as coalescent rates are higher303

for smaller population sizes, increasing the probabilities of polytomies. To assess this hypothesis, we304

compared the number of polytomies after 500 generations of CTRS (α = 1 and b = 1) to the number305

of polytomies after a 4-fold contraction 500 generations before the present, without CTRS. The results306
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Figure 4: Tajima’s D through time under various CTRS and demographic conditions. (a-b) The
blue rectangle corresponds to the period when populations are under CTRS. Generations are counted
from the beginning of CTRS. In all cases, the b = 1 model of variance in progeny size is used. (a)
Tajima’s D across generations for three values of α (0, 1, and 2), with a constant population size of
1000 individuals. (b) Tajima’s D across generations for three values of α (0, 1, and 2). A fivefold
expansion event occurs at generation 1200 (200 individuals to 1000 individuals — gray vertical line).

show that the 4-fold contraction indeed yields a higher number of polytomies than the neutral case,307

but a lower number of polytomies compared with the scenario of CTRS (Supp. Fig. S5a). Thus, the308

increased number of polytomies under CTRS is caused not only by the contraction of the effective309

size, but also by the transmission property of CTRS. The same comparison for Ib shows that none310

of the imbalance under CTRS is due to the contraction of effective size, as the mean imbalance after311

contraction is equal to the mean imbalance of the neutral case, with a higher variance due to the312

smaller population size (Supp. Fig. S5b).313

The distribution of Ib across the genome was bell-shaped and unimodal for all tested strengths of314

CTRS (α = 0, 1, and 2), with a shift toward high values when α increased (Supp. Fig. S6). This is315

because CTRS is not conveyed by any locus in particular, unlike natural selection, for which we could316

expect in some cases a multimodal distribution due to imbalanced trees in the region under selection317

and balanced trees elsewhere in the genome. Unlike the distribution of Tajima’s D (Supp. Fig. S3),318

the distribution of Ib does not evolve during the process of CTRS, as shown when comparing the319

distributions after 20 and 500 generations of CTRS (Supp. Fig. S6). In fact, Ib is only impacted by the320

imbalance property of coalescent trees and thus only displays its effects, which are constant through321

time after the first few generations, contrary to Tajima’s D, which is affected by imbalance and by322

changes in effective size as well, with the latter’s effects depending strongly on time.323

3.2.4 Short-lasting CTRS324

We have thus far simulated cases of long-lasting CTRS, in order to investigate the values of the different325

statistics at the equilibrium state under CTRS (Figure 4). However, as the CTRS duration could be326

much shorter in reality, we also investigated cases where CTRS lasted for only a few generations. This327

situation was simulated for both low (b = ∞) and high variance in progeny-size (b = 1). We show that328

two or three generations of CTRS are sufficient to have an impact on genetic statistics (Supp. Fig. S7).329

Tajima’s D displays an effect under medium (α = 1) and high levels of CTRS (α = 2), for both models330

of variance in progeny-size (b = ∞ and b = 1). Conversely, Ib seems affected under medium levels331

of CTRS only in the case of high variance in progeny size. Note that these realistic short periods of332
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CTRS lead to an increase in Tajima’s D toward positive values due to the effective size contraction, as333

explained above. Finally, we show that after such a short period of CTRS, a few generations without334

CTRS are not sufficient to erase the effects on the genome (Supp. Fig. S7).335
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Figure 5: Imbalance indices over time. (a-c) The blue rectangle corresponds to the period when
populations are under CTRS. Generations are counted from the beginning of CTRS. In all cases, the
b = 1 model of variance in progeny size is used. (a) Ib across generations for three values of α (0, 1,
and 2). (b) Various indices across generations for α = 1. For each point, bars show the standard error
of the mean. (c) Various indices across generations for α = 1. An expansion event occurs at generation
150 (vertical gray line). For each point, bars show the standard error of the mean.

3.2.5 CTRS detection336

Some indices seem to be more effective for CTRS detection than others (Figure 5b). When α = 1,337

of all tree (im)balance indices, B1 and I∗s are the most affected, with a shift of 3 to 4 SD, while this338

shift is only between 1 and 2 SD for other (im)balance indices such as Ib, Is, B2. I
∗
ca and I∗ce, the two339

Colless indices handling polytomies, display a similar pattern with a shift of 2 SD (Supp. Fig. S8).340

However, I∗ce seems slightly more affected by CTRS, due probably to its algorithm focusing on children341

with an extreme number of leaves (see Methods). The number of interior nodes and the number of342

polytomies are affected by CTRS more than all other measured indices, with a shift of 8 to 9 SD (Figure343

5b). Interestingly, each of these indices seems to contain specific information about tree topology, as344

the correlations between their absolute values range between 0.99 and -0.17, although they all are345

correlated to α (Supp. Fig. S9). Thus, a method combining various indices (e.g., using approximate346

Bayesian computation) might be able to detect CTRS from population genomic data more accurately347

than a method using a single index. Furthermore, not all indices are robust to demographic events, as348

shown in Figure 5c: only Ib and B2 seem unchanged when an expansion occurs during CTRS (vertical349

gray line at generation 150), with a small change for I∗ce and wider changes for other indices. The350

remaining indices are all affected by the demographic event, although they still show tree imbalance351

of samples collected after the event (except for Is, which reaches 0 soon after the event).352

As with many evolutionary processes, the ability to detect CTRS also depends on the number353

of sampled individuals and loci. We assessed the effect of these two parameters on our ability to354

discriminate two scenarios using a Wilcoxon rank test: one of 20 generations of CTRS (strength355

α = 1) before present and one without CTRS (α = 0). We show that for all four studied summary356

statistics (i.e., Ib, B2, Number of polytomies and Tajima’s D), power increases with both the number357
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of sampled individuals and the number of sampled loci (Supp. Fig. S10). The number of polytomies358

and Tajima’s D are the most effective indices, with the first index reaching a power above 0.95 (at359

Type I error = 0.01) for 60 genomic regions of 1 Mb and 10 sampled individuals, and the second360

reaching this power for 100 genomic regions of 1 Mb and 10 sampled individuals. However, as shown361

previously, both indices are also impacted by changes in census population size and cannot thus be362

used alone for CTRS inference. Conversely, Ib and B2 are independent from changes in population363

size, but display a much lower power of detection compared with the two previous indices. Ib needs364

30 individuals and 100 genomic regions of 1 Mb in order to reach a power of 0.95, while B2 needs 90365

individuals and 100 genomic regions of 1 Mb to reach this power of detection. For CTRS detection,366

the number of individuals seems to have a stronger impact on power of detection than the number367

of genomic regions, with a power above 0.9 reached with Ib for 100 individuals and 10 independent368

regions of 1 Mb, compared with a power of 0.15 with 10 individuals and 100 independent regions of369

1 Mb, possibly due to the need to have a minimum number of sampled individuals in order to assess370

topological properties of the population coalescent trees. As stated above, we expect a combination371

of multiple indices using methods such as ABC to be even more effective for CTRS estimation from372

genomic data, compared with single indices. Additionally, using the distribution of indices along the373

genome might provide more information about past CTRS compared with the use of mere averages.374

In conclusion, the evolution of Tajima’s D and imbalance measures over time highlights the com-375

plexity and the timing of CTRS impacts on population genetics. When CTRS starts or stops, sudden376

changes in effective population size occur. During the process, CTRS affects coalescent tree topology377

(imbalance and number of polytomies) and branch lengths with a nonhomogenous reduction (young378

branches less impacted than old branches). Imbalance is due to the transmission process, which yields379

asymmetrical genealogies. The higher number of polytomies stems from the higher coalescence rate.380

The nonhomogenous branch length reduction is similar to what occurs during an expansion. Although381

the effective population size remains stable during CTRS, a pseudoexpansion occurs, due to the expan-382

sion of large family lineages, which is compensated by the extinction of small family lineages (Sibert383

et al., 2002). All of these mechanisms affect the genomic signal commonly used for population genetic384

inferences, and the next section will illustrate, based on simulations of an instantaneous expansion,385

how demographic inference is impacted both before and after CTRS equilibrium.386

3.3 Impact of CTRS on demographic inference387

In this section, we investigate the impact of CTRS on demographic inference before and after CTRS388

equilibrium. In the first case, the genomic signal of expansion is affected by the distortion in tree389

topology (i.e., imbalance and higher number of polytomies) and by the recent change in effective390

population size, while in the second case only changes in tree topology remain. We explored the391

“Before CTRS equilibrium” scenario by inferring demography 20 generations after the beginning of392

CTRS, and the “At equilibrium” scenario by inferring demography 1500 generations after the beginning393

of CTRS. The 5-fold expansion event to be inferred occurs in both scenarios 300 generations before394

the inference (more details in Methods).395

Before CTRS equilibrium, we measured a strong bias in the demography inferred by δaδi. When396

α = 1, the inferred growth factor has a median of 3 instead of 5 (relative bias = -0.37, MSRE =397

0.18, compared with 0 and 0.04, respectively, for α = 0) (Figure 6c). δaδi inferences are based solely398

on the SFS. After 20 generations of CTRS and without any change in census population size, SFS399

shows a marked deficit of rare alleles due to the contraction of effective population size caused by400

the initiation of CTRS, and an excess of common alleles due to this contraction combined with the401

presence of many related individuals coming from large family lineages (Figure 6a). Conversely, in a402

scenario of 20 generations of CTRS following an event of expansion, the SFS for α = 1 is expectedly403

a mix between the expansion-only pattern (α = 0) and the CTRS pattern for α = 1 (Figure 6b). In404

this case, the SFS displays a smaller excess of rare alleles compared with the expansion-only pattern.405

Since the excess of rare alleles is the main signal of expansions, a smaller expansion is inferred. The406

contraction of the effective population size due to the initiation of CTRS reduces the excess of rare407

alleles caused by the expansion event, yielding an inference of a smaller growth factor. Time since the408

demographic event is also inferred less accurately after a period of 20 generations of CTRS (for α = 0:409

relative bias = -0.17, MSRE = 0.06; for α = 1: relative bias = 0.22, MSRE = 0.21).410

At CTRS equilibrium, for α = 1, a median growth factor of 3.8 is inferred instead of 5 (relative411

bias = -0.18, MSRE = 0.16, compared with -0.01 and 0.04, respectively, for α = 0) (Figure 6g). The412
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Figure 6: SFS and δaδi inference of expansion parameters at two stages of CTRS. (a) and (e) SFS for
α = 0 and 1 with no demographic event. (b) and (f) SFS for α = 0 and 1 after a 5-fold expansion
300 generations ago. (c) and (g) inferred growth factor for α = 0 and 1, after a 5-fold expansion 300
generations ago. (d) and (h) inferred number of generations since expansion for α = 0 and 1, after
a 5-fold expansion 300 generations ago. (a-d) Scenario “Before CTRS equilibrium” (20 generations
of CTRS before present). (e-f) Scenario “At CTRS equilibrium” (1500 generations of CTRS before
present). MSRE, relative bias and percentage of rejected replicates displayed above each boxplot. In
all cases, the b = 1 model of variance in progeny size is used.
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SFS at CTRS equilibrium with no demographic event is U-shaped (Figure 6e). Tree imbalance and413

the higher number yield the excess of rare and common alleles, while nonhomogenous reduction of414

branch lengths contributes to the excess of rare alleles. When a demographic expansion occurs at415

CTRS equilibrium, the SFS displays a tilted U-shape, with less excess of rare alleles in comparison to416

the expansion-only scenario (Figure 6f). This is due to the smaller effective population size during the417

generations where CTRS occurs, which induces an accelerated loss of part of the rare alleles created418

by the fivefold expansion event. Since rare alleles are the main traces of this past expansion event,419

a smaller expansion is inferred. The inferred time since the demographic event when the population420

experienced 1500 generations of CTRS was strongly biased, with a median inference of 50 generations421

since the demographic event instead of 300 (α = 0: relative bias = -0.15, MSRE = 0.05; α = 1: relative422

bias = -0.74, MSRE = 0.6) (Figure 6h).423

We thus showed that after a period of CTRS, whether short (20 generations) or long (1500 gen-424

erations), past growth factors of expansion events are underestimated with an SFS-based inference425

method, due to a lack of rare alleles compared with the neutral case scenario. The time since the426

expansion event can be largely underestimated if it happened after a long period of CTRS and slightly427

overestimated after a short period of CTRS.428

4 Conclusions429

Many studies evaluating CTRS strength in human populations rely on the computation of correlations430

between parents and children progeny size from pedigree datasets (Murphy, 1999). However, we show431

here that this measure cannot by itself account for the magnitude of CTRS effects on population432

genetics. Indeed, under the high variance in progeny size model (b = 1), correlations are lower than433

under the low variance model (b = ∞), while the impacts on population genetics are increased. Thus,434

a more precise evaluation of CTRS from pedigree data would require considering the distributions435

of parents and child progeny sizes in addition to the correlation values. Furthermore, the higher436

correlations under the low variance model (b = ∞) could explain the higher correlations observed in437

populations that exhibited a demographic transition (Murphy, 1999; Jennings et al., 2012; Jennings438

and Leslie, 2013). Indeed, a main characteristic of this transition is a decrease in progeny size variance.439

Finally, we observe that CTRS has a stronger impact on effective size than the variance introduced in440

the model. This result is supported by measurements in the Saguenay–Lac-Saint-Jean population for441

similar levels of progeny size correlation (Heyer et al., 2012).442

CTRS impacts genomic diversity in two ways: (i) when CTRS begins or ends, populations undergo443

a decrease (resp. increase) in effective size that impacts several population genetic statistics such as444

Tajima’s D and SFS. This lower effective size stems from the increased variance in progeny size under445

CTRS and from the transmission component itself. We could show that the latter accounts for most446

part of the decrease in effective population size under CTRS. (ii) During the CTRS process and shortly447

after the process stops, coalescent tree topologies (i.e., tree shape properties that are not related to448

branch length) are distorted, which also impacts Tajima’s D and SFS. When CTRS lasts long enough,449

the effect of the change in effective size disappears while tree topology distortion persists, inducing450

lower genetic diversity and a U-shaped SFS. These two processes start together but have different451

dynamics, yielding a complex effect on population genetics over time.452

We showed that the distortion in coalescent tree topology affects two topological properties: (1)453

trees are more imbalanced, which can be shown with balance and imbalance indices, and (2) the number454

of polytomies increases. In theory, both of these effects could happen independently, as binary trees can455

be imbalanced and polytomies do not necessarily induce imbalance. However, under CTRS, we show456

that trees undergo a complex change in their topology, with an interplay between these two properties457

of imbalance and polytomies. These two effects increase the proportions of rare and common alleles,458

while a nonhomogenous reduction in branch lengths (Sibert et al., 2002) increases only the proportion459

of rare alleles, yielding a U-shaped SFS. Further studies could evaluate the relative impacts and possible460

interactions between these processes.461

The impact of CTRS on SFS explains why the SFS-based demographic inference performed by462

δaδi was biased for populations undergoing CTRS. After a few generations of CTRS, the growth463

factors of past expansion events are underestimated. This result implies that past expansions, such as464

the Neolithic ones, might be underestimated in populations experiencing CTRS, at least when inferred465

based on SFS. After many generations under CTRS, the timing of expansion is strongly underestimated466
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as well. Furthermore, due to the decrease in effective population size induced by CTRS, past expansion467

signals were lost more rapidly, when compared with scenarios without CTRS. Similarly, the signal of468

other past events, such as bottlenecks, selection or migration, is expected to be erased more rapidly469

in the presence of CTRS. We established that CTRS impacts an SFS-based inference method and470

expect other approaches to be affected given that CTRS distorts coalescent trees, which are directly471

or indirectly at the core of any inference method. CTRS is thus one more process among others that472

can affect demographic inference (e.g., purifying and background selection (Johri et al., 2021; Pouyet473

et al., 2018), biased gene conversion (Pouyet et al., 2018), population structure (Mazet et al., 2016),474

selection, gene conversion, and biased sampling in microbial populations (Lapierre et al., 2016)).475

To disentangle the effects of demographic events from CTRS, imbalance indices that are unaffected476

by variations in the census population size can be used. We showed that the power of detection of477

CTRS from genomic data is less impacted by the number of independent regions than by the number478

of sequenced individuals that should be high enough, a condition easily achieved with modern datasets.479

However, these indices are computed from coalescent trees which first need to be reconstructed from480

genomic data (e.g., using tools such as ARGweaver (Rasmussen et al., 2014), tsinfer (Kelleher et al.,481

2019), or relate (Speidel et al., 2019)). This tree reconstruction step might not be able to infer a482

perfectly accurate topology, yielding potential biases in the estimated (im)balance indices. Moreover,483

in addition to the expected imprecision of the reconstruction of neutral trees, the behavior of these484

tools under CTRS remains to be checked. Another possibility would be to build and train deep learning485

networks directly on raw genomic data without reconstructing coalescent trees, as in Sanchez et al.486

(2021), which would prevent the introduction of biases due to tree reconstruction, but might require487

a larger amount of simulated data for training. To generate this large dataset, it would be useful488

to develop a backward coalescent model of CTRS, as forward-in-time simulations are particularly489

time-consuming.490

Finally, we should address the question of the similarity between CTRS and natural selection:491

in both cases, some individuals have more offspring than others and transmit this higher fertility492

to their descendants. However, in the case of CTRS, fertility is culturally transmitted, whereas for493

selection, it is genetically transmitted. The question is to what extent these processes affect the494

genome differently. Without recombination, one might expect qualitatively similar effects of the two495

processes on the genome: lower diversity and similar patterns for Tajima’s D over time. Moreover,496

tree topology is also expected to be distorted with an increase in imbalance (Fay and Wu, 2000; Li,497

2011; Li and Wiehe, 2013) and number of polytomies (Durrett and Schweinsberg, 2005; Neher and498

Hallatschek, 2013) under selection. The resemblance of the two processes is confirmed by a similar499

U-shaped signature in SFS: selection also yields an excess of rare (Braverman et al., 1995) and common500

alleles (Fay and Wu, 2000).501

However, a fairly clear difference exists between the CTRS model (based on the α parameter) used502

here and the commonly used model of positive selection (based on the selection coefficient s, (Wright,503

1932)). Under this model of selection, the beneficial allele can go to fixation, and selection stops at504

that point. However, in the case of CTRS, the model is constructed in such a way that the TRS may505

continue indefinitely. The CTRS model would more closely resemble a positive selection model with a506

high mutation rate, preventing fixation. This difference between the two models makes sense relative507

to reality: cultural transmission can be expected to be quite inaccurate in real life compared with508

genetic transmission. This argument of ”high mutation rate” in cultural transmission has been used to509

resolve the so-called Fisher’s paradox (Pettay et al., 2005): how can correlations between parents’ and510

children’s progeny size remain positive over time given the expected erosion of variance in the fertility511

phenotype? The answer would be that these correlations stem from a CTRS and not a genetic TRS.512

Thus, the unfaithful cultural transmission of fertility would explain why variance is maintained, with513

the ”high mutation rate” preventing the ”fixation” of high-fertility cultural traits (Heyer et al., 2012).514

This difference in fixation between the two models might yield distinctive dynamics in population515

genetics statistics. To further compare CTRS and selection models, an analytical reconciliation that516

would link α to the selection coefficient would be pertinent.517

A second difference between CTRS and selection appears when recombination is considered. In this518

case, the selection signal is restricted over time to the locus under selection, as recombination events519

accumulate, with a remaining local effect on nearby loci due to hitchhiking (Smith and Haigh, 1974).520

The length of the region impacted by hitchhiking depends on the recombination rate, as well as on the521

time under which selection has been acting. When fixation occurs, this time is equivalent to the time to522
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fixation, which is inversely proportional to the selection coefficient s (Kim and Stephan, 2002; Stephan,523

2019). In human populations, even selection events that started rather recently have been shown to524

give rise to a signal restricted to only a few megabases. For example, in the case of the selection525

for lactase persistence in Africa (event dated to ∼7000 years ago), the selection signal decreases very526

rapidly over the 3 Mb sequenced (Tishkoff et al., 2007). An even more recent selection event, such527

as the one on the 3p12.1 chromosomal region in Mongolians, associated with energy metabolism and528

reproductive traits, dated to approximately 50 generations ago (∼1500 years), is almost undetectable529

outside the 4 Mb region around the locus under selection (Nakayama et al., 2017). Conversely, in the530

case of CTRS, the effects are uniform over the whole genome since the transmission of fertility is not531

conveyed by genetics: we showed in this paper the shift of the whole distribution of tree imbalances in532

the genome toward higher values. We expect the distribution of indices across the genome to be quite533

different in the case of selection, which would help distinguish between the two processes.534

We can go farther and compare polygenic selection to CTRS, because of their propensity to affect535

simultaneously distant loci in the genome. In particular, background selection, which has this ability536

to affect large parts of the genome (Pouyet et al., 2018), could strongly resemble CTRS in its effects.537

Because of their potential similarity, distinguishing highly polygenic selection from CTRS might be538

troublesome. However, it seems unlikely that even highly polygenic selection would have an effect539

identical to CTRS for several reasons. First, the neutral parts of the genome are under the effect of540

CTRS but not under that of polygenic selection (e.g., Pouyet et al. (2018) identified a set of SNPs that541

are mostly unaffected by background selection). Second, in a polygenic selection, selective pressure542

may have different parameters depending on the gene: the temporality may differ (selective pressure543

does not start at the same time on each gene) as well as intensity (different selection coefficients for544

each gene), yielding different coalescent trees across the genome (each gene tree telling its own history).545

In fact, theoretical analyses showed different temporal dynamics in polygenic adaptation, with large546

effect alleles contributing first, followed by small/intermediate-effect alleles (Hayward and Sella, 2022;547

Barghi et al., 2020). This process has been shown to be responsible for maize domestication, with a548

central transcription factor (teosinte branched 1 ) driving adaptation (Studer et al., 2011), although549

most of the network controlled by this gene displays a selection signal as well (Wang et al., 1999;550

Studer et al., 2017; Barghi et al., 2020). Conversely, CTRS will tend to create trees that look similar551

across the genome, since they are all affected uniformly by the same cultural history (a single α552

parameter for the whole genome). Third, populations exchanging migrants will tend to have the same553

alleles selected by multigenetic selection, whereas nongenetic TRS will select for different alleles in554

each population (alleles randomly carried by large family lineages). Fourth, under polygenic selection,555

genes can undergo a complex effect, combining not only the effects of their selection pressure, but also556

the effects of nearby genes due to hitchhiking (Barton, 1995). This competing effect would not happen557

under CTRS only, adding another difference between the effects of CTRS and of highly polygenic558

selection. Ultimately, these three listed differences might help distinguish the two processes in real559

data.560

Furthermore, one may ask what happens when CTRS and selection are combined, which might be561

the case in a number of populations. Competition between selection and CTRS might arise in the case562

of a culturally fertile lineage carrying a disadvantageous allele. In fact, Austerlitz and Heyer (1998)563

have shown that CTRS can increase the propensity of a population to maintain genetic diseases. This564

increase in genetics disease can also stem from the reduction in diversity created by CTRS, under565

which conditions, selection is less effective. Studying coalescent tree shapes under the combined effects566

of selection and CTRS is also interesting: will trees be even more imbalanced compared with CTRS567

alone, or is imbalance already saturated by CTRS? It is also possible that the sum of the two processes568

will result in more balanced trees due to the aforementioned competition between them. The study of569

the combination of these two processes is crucial to be able to distinguish them in real populations,570

where both are likely to happen, in order to find their respective impact on genetic diversity and tree571

topologies.572

Finally, the analysis of CTRS provided here might be valid for any TRS that is not genetic. For573

example, ecological inheritance (Odling-Smee, 1988; Danchin et al., 2011), where an individual passes574

on its environment to its offspring, could yield a similar process provided that: (1) the population is575

settled in diverse environments, (2) the fitness varies with the environment, and (3) there is a vertical576

transmission of the environment (Bonduriansky and Day, 2018). These conditions might be achieved577

in plants whose seeds disperse little (Danchin et al., 2011). Therefore, although the literature has578
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focused on cultural TRS until now (Blum et al., 2006; Heyer et al., 2012, 2015), one could generalize579

this evolutionary process and call it nongenetic TRS.580

5 Data availability581

The SLiM code used to generate the simulated data and the Python code for summary statistics582

computing and δaδi inference can be found at https://github.com/jeremyguez/CTRS.583
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Figure S1: Variance of progeny size as a function of time for α = 0, 1, and 2. The blue rectangle corre-
sponds to the period when populations are under CTRS. Generations are counted from the beginning
of CTRS. (a) b = ∞ model (low variance of progeny size). (b) b = 1 model (high variance of progeny
size).
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Figure S2: Number of SNPs (a), number of trees (log 10 scale) (b), and TMRCA (log 10 scale) (c)
across generations. In all cases, the b = 1 model of variance in progeny size is used.
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(a)                                                                            (b)

(c)                                                                            (d)

(e)                                                                            (f)

Figure S3: Distribution of Tajima’s D across the genome. (a-e) 10, 20, 50, 500, 1500 generations since
the starting of CTRS. (f) 500 generations without CTRS, after a period of 2000 generations of CTRS.
The b = 1 model of variance in progeny size is used.
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Figure S4: Number of polytomies (a) and number of nodes (b) throughout generations. The b = 1
model of variance in progeny size is used.
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Figure S5: Ib and average number of polytomies for three scenarios. The CTRS in the α = 1 scenario
lasted for 500 generations before present. The 4-fold contraction happened 500 generations before
present. In all cases, the b = 1 model of variance in progeny size is used.
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(a)                                              (b)

Figure S6: Ib distributions across the genome for α = 0, 1, and 2, after 20 (a) and 500 (b) generations
of CTRS. The b = 1 model of variance in progeny size is used.
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Figure S7: Number of pairwises differences, Tajima’s D, number of polytomies and Ib under 10 gener-
ations of CTRS followed by 10 generations without CTRS. Both b = 1 and b = ∞ models of variance
in progeny size are used.
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Figure S8: Two Colless index modifications to handle polytomies: I∗ca and I∗ce. See Methods for details
on algorithms.
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Figure S9: correlations between indices after 50 generations of CTRS.
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